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Foreword  
by Melissa Errico

I wish I had read a book like this when I was starting out. Let me 
back up a little and  tell you that I met Dr. Adam Rubin when we were 
undergraduate students at Yale  University and a part of a community 
of peers that sang and did theater, concerts,  cabarets, and acapella har-
mony groups at every available moment between our other  regular 
studies. To me, he was a singer. We all went on to professional lives in 
the  theater (including Adam!) and eventually I heard he had become a 
successful throat  doctor. How cool, I thought! It is a pleasure to write 
this foreword for an old friend  who loves and knows about music and 
performance, and who is also now a part of the  medical side of the voice . 

I’ve learned a lot about the voice over the years. I started my professional 
 career at age 18 in the First National Tour of Les Miserables playing 
the role of  Cosette (in fact, I dropped out of my freshman year at Yale 
to do this, and returned  three semesters later). That was an interesting 
beginning and perhaps could be  something of a cautionary tale in ret-
rospect. When you are on the road, everyone in  the cast thinks they are 
a throat doctor and expert. This is probably true of any group  of actors 
in a show, talking freely backstage about this or that health condition. 
I  remember people ‘curing’ each other of colds with herbal remedy 
suggestions (often  bad ideas), travel steamers (good), Advil for hoarse-
ness (not good at ALL), Mucinex   (fine, but if you don’t drink enough 
water, not great), etc., etc. Some people warmed  up. Some people did 
not. Some people partied and drank each night. Some were very  disci-
plined. I was so young and extremely conscientious. I remember loving 
the show,  being amazed by the gorgeous music, adoring the character 
of Cosette – and finding  the lifestyle of professional performing some-
what lonely. I also realized how  confusing it was to wade through all 
the unofficial ‘advice’ from my fellow actors.  Eight shows a week takes 
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so much focus, and so much maintenance of sleep and  food. I managed 
the singing requirements of Cosette, leaning on several years of good 
 vocal training and probably a good deal of natural intuition (not to 
mention youth!). I  found it very hard to unwind at night after each 
show. There was so much excitement  in the experience, but then so 
much importance placed on rest and recovery,  sometimes made harder 
by traveling and setting up temporary homes. I never knew  when to 
eat dinner and I ate after the shows. (I hadn’t heard of reflux YET.) 
I gained  a ton of weight until we arrived in Detroit and I signed up 
for a local diet center and  learned about eating protein, regular meals, 
and plenty of vegetables. As well as  slimming down to my very best, 
I noticed a big change in my energy and my sense of  confidence. By 
the time I returned to college, I had much better habits than the  aver-
age pizza-at-midnight student. 

As time went on, I did many Broadway musicals. I cannot go into all 
the lessons  learned, but I do recall my second Broadway show playing 
Eliza Doolittle in My Fair  Lady at the age of 22. That was a role that 
suited my voice perfectly – as I had always  had an easy middle voice 
with a lot of power (good for the urchin) and was a  romantic soprano 
(wishfully) modeled on the sweet feel of Julie Andrews. But, one 
 day, before we opened, I was asked to go to a sound studio to record 
screaming. The  director’s concept had a nightmarish element where 
the audience hears the poor scared  Eliza screaming wildly off stage, 
frightened of what is happening, afraid to become  naked to a take a 
bath, terrified overall of Higgins’ experiment. So, without complaint, 
 I went to the studio after a full day of work and screamed for over ten 
minutes, giving  the sound engineer lots of choices. The next morning, 
I was hoarse and I knew  something was wrong. I had a vocal hemor-
rhage. Eventually, it was surgically  repaired. Needless to say, I learned 
that there are certain extreme requests that we as  singers sometimes 
shouldn’t fulfil. Yes, I wish I hadn’t screamed. But in the end, I  relied on 
good medical care and pulled through. When it opened, the New York 
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Times  said ‘Newcomer Melissa Errico is beguiling’. I was grateful to be 
singing and healthy  again and not too worried about being beguiling, 
though that was nice to hear! 

Reading The Vocal Pitstop, I was struck by the way we learn things. 
We should  actually have a plan, and not go about the process guess-
ing. When we are very young,  we don’t know exactly who could teach 
the whole picture – the actual singing of  music, finding a connection 
to songs and characters (an emotional journey in itself ), as  well as 
the medical and health aspects. I had voice lessons growing up, but 
the nature  of being a teenager is a lot of flux, travel, going to college, 
and it is hard to get any  consistency. During My Fair Lady, I found a 
voice teacher in New York City who I  have stayed with until this very 
day. I go every Wednesday at 1 pm. And have for 20  years. In my 20s, 
I married Patrick McEnroe, a professional tennis player. I was struck 
 by how similar his life was to mine. We are both athletes. Singing is 
like sports and  setbacks are a natural part of it all. Injuries do hap-
pen, for whatever reason, and we  address them and heal. Now, I am a 
mother to three young daughters, and new  challenges exist (and new 
inspiration for sure!). I juggle motherhood with my love of  theater and 
singing. I have made records, done more musicals, plays and TV, and 
 enjoy touring with symphonies in concert. I am mindful to get enough 
sleep, not to  talk too loud with three boisterous kids, to do yoga and 
stay fit.   

 Little details have become a part of my discipline. The importance of 
warming  up, of course, but we also must cool down our voices. It’s very 
hard to do, but  we cannot chat with the audience after the show, or go 
out socializing with all the  beloved guests and family who come to see 
performances. In the book you are about  to read, you will read about 
the voice on a very practical level – how it works, how to  protect it, and 
how to approach a professional career. Especially for singers just  start-
ing out, I think this book is invaluable. For anyone who needs their 
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voices strong  and free, which really is everyone, there is something to 
learn here. 

Enjoy those voices. Your voice. Stay healthy and stay calm.  

Thank you Dr. Adam Rubin for using your voice to support all those 
who will benefit  from your writing. I know I’ll keep a copy in my own 
dressing room. 
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Foreword 
by Ron Livingston

Wow! Adam Rubin has written the definitive owner’s manual for the 
professional  voice. With pictures. 

When I first met Adam at Yale in the late 80s, he was an actor, direc-
tor, and baritone  for the acappella Society of Orpheus and Bacchus. 
Together, we studied voice work,  scene beats, and how to be present, 
honest, and compelling on stage. He directed me  in class as one of 
history’s more unlikely Stanley Kowalskis, and a year later was truly 
 magnificent playing Lopakhin in my thesis production of The Cherry 
Orchard. Adam  Rubin was the consummate dedicated performer. 

Then we graduated and I heard conflicting reports that he was either 
working off- Broadway, touring in Oklahoma!, or going to Harvard 
Medical School. Turns out they  were all true. 

With Vocal Pitstop, Adam – sorry, make that Dr. Adam D. Rubin, m.d. 
– has now  drawn upon his unique perspective as an actor, singer, and 
leading laryngologist to  create an indispensable guide for anyone who 
relies on their voice to make a living.  It  should be required reading 
in any conservatory or communications program, and I  selfishly wish 
he’d written it twenty-five years ago.  Except then I’d have missed out 
 on one hell of a Lopakhin.  So let’s just say I’m very, very grateful to 
have it now. 
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Preface

As a laryngologist who was a former working actor and singer, I am 
thrilled to have  the opportunity to write this book. When I was in 
high school, college, and acting  professionally, like many other per-
formers, I had little knowledge about how to  recognize, avoid, evalu-
ate, and manage vocal injuries.  I blindly used homeopathic  remedies 
that another performer, singing teacher, or even physician might have 
 suggested without really knowing the nature of my injury or cause 
of my hoarseness. I  still remember loading up on aspirin during a 
run of a show, because one of my  coworkers told me it would reduce 
inflammation to the vocal folds. He failed to  mention it would increase 
my risk for vocal fold hemorrhage. In high school, I played  Horace 
Vandergelder in Hello, Dolly! I was becoming progressively hoarser 
through  using a ‘character voice’ to sound older. I had essentially no 
voice by opening night.  Believe it or not, a doctor told me to gargle 
with Jack Daniels and terpin hydrate with  codeine. I have no idea how 
he convinced my father, an excellent physician, to follow  those instruc-
tions. I feel very fortunate that that was not the end of my singing 
career  right there and then. 

I, like others, often lived in denial or assumed my hoarseness would 
resolve  with time. On the other hand, I also lived in fear that my voice 
would not be in prime  shape when called upon to perform. I had never 
heard of videostroboscopy, let alone  knew who out there in the medi-
cal profession specialized in professional voice care or  what made for 
an appropriate evaluation of the voice. This is a desperately needed 
 book for the performer to have and even carry with them to auditions, 
on tours,  backstage, or to the doctor’s office. But it is not only for the 
high-end performer; it  will help anyone who values or depends on 
a healthy voice for their livelihood or  happiness. This handbook is a 
fairly concise reference explaining in fairly simple terms  how the voice 
works, what can go wrong, how to avoid serious career-threatening 
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 injury, where to seek help, how to stay working when things are not 
perfect, and when  it is necessary to shut things down. In a sense, this 
book is a chance to share with  others my own ‘if I only knew then what 
I know now’. I hope you enjoy it. 

Adam D. Rubin, m.d. 
www.lakeshoreent.com
@VoiceDocintheD
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 Introduction:  
Why do I need this book? 

 ‘I thought it was my allergies.’  ‘I thought my laryngitis would get bet-
ter in a couple of days.’  ‘I  knew I was hoarse, but I was still able to per-
form reasonably well.’  These are all variations on  themes commonly 
heard from patients who suffer a voice change, but wait longer than 
they  should to be appropriately evaluated. Perhaps they finally come 
in when they realize their upper  range has not returned in months; 
or they cannot get through the day teaching without losing the  voice. 
The delay may be due to denial, or, more likely, to not realizing that 
voice change may be  the sign of something more serious.   

The voice is a precious and delicate instrument.  It is one of our most 
effective, if not our  most accessible, means of communicating and 
expressing ourselves. We use it on a daily basis,  and yet often take it 
for granted, thinking it will always be there when we need it. Many 
consider  some degree of hoarseness as expected or acceptable. Fortu-
nately, most vocal injuries will resolve  themselves given our bodies’ 
ability to heal. However, this is not always the case. A delay in  iden-
tifying the problem and providing appropriate treatment can prevent 
normal voice recovery  and leave someone significantly impaired. Any-
one who has lost his or her voice for a significant  period of time knows 
how difficult life can be without it. Maybe it interferes with your social 
 life, your family, or your sense of self. Maybe it interferes with your 
livelihood. Maybe it is a sign  of a major medical problem, even cancer. 

Prevention of vocal injury is tantamount to the performer, as he or she 
might be called  upon at any moment and must be in optimal voice. 
An audition may come through; a last minute  gig may be offered; 
a chance to sing a solo in the high school choir may present itself; 
a big-time  reviewer might be coming to see an evening performance 
after a brilliant all-out performance in  the matinee earlier that day; 
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a stadium might be sold out awaiting the show. But, the singer or  actor 
is not the only professional dependent on a healthy voice.

What about the teacher working   8-hour days, 5 days a week, then 
needing to go through parent conferences; the priest or rabbi  leading a 
congregation for the third service of the day; the lawyer making clos-
ing arguments to  the jury; the doctor talking to patients throughout 
the day; the soccer coach trying to manage his  team; the assembly 
line leader needing to bellow orders over a noisy environment. Other 
 professions might not demand the same level of vocal quality as the 
singer, but still demand a  serviceable voice that is sustainable.  As voice 
specialists, we see such people almost daily who  are concerned they are 
losing their ability to perform their job. 

Although most singers and performers have a keen awareness of 
their vocal quality and  demands, many of them still take the voice for 
granted. Many acknowledge the importance of  training and technique, 
but still others go on god-given talent, assuming that the voice will 
 always be present in top shape when needed. Even among well-trained 
performers, few truly  understand exactly what makes and keeps the 
voice working.  In addition, when the voice is not  all together present, 
when range is lost or the tone has changed, many will just accept that 
they  have ‘laryngitis’ without recognizing that a more significant prob-
lem may be present.  

Some vocal injuries, if not recognized and treated immediately, can 
have serious career- threatening long-term effects. On the other hand, 
any performer will likely run into some  hoarseness at various points 
during a run. When should you let an understudy go on? When  should 
you go on voice rest? When should you be seen by a physician? Whom 
should you see?  What can you do to avoid missing work? 

Career longevity depends on a healthy voice for many people. The 
informed voice user  should be best prepared to stay healthy, recognize 
vocal injury, and seek the appropriate attention  needed. It would be 
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great to have a quick reference to help prevent and recognize injuries, 
and  help decide what steps should be taken if voice quality changes.  
A ‘pitstop’, if you will, for voice  maintenance. 

The goal of The Vocal Pitstop is to provide a source of information that 
will help the  serious (or not quite so serious) voice user enjoy his or her 
full vocal potential. Years of research  have been devoted to explaining 
the complexity of the human voice. Numerous theories,  mathematical 
equations, and principles of physics contribute to this understanding. 
This book will  speak of none of them. Rather, it will help you keep 
your voice in the best shape possible; to  recognize voice problems; 
and to know what to do should problems arise. I have even included a 
flowchart at the back of the book for a quick guide on what to do and 
where to turn when things go wrong. It will refer you to the appropri-
ate chapter in the book for more details – but do also read the whole 
book for continuity.

The book is not a substitute for  investing in vocal training and work-
ing on technique, but will provide you with numerous tips  and exer-
cises to help strengthen, preserve, and recover the voice. It is meant 
for the high-end  singer, the young high school performer, the teacher, 
the coach, and almost anyone else who  loves to use his or her voice or 
depends on it financially. Regardless of what you do, you will  likely 
find usefulness in this book – unless, of course, you are a mime artist.  

When a Formula 1 driver feels his car is not operating at full potential 
he pulls in for a  pitstop. When your voice is not functioning at its 
full potential, you need a vocal pitstop. This  book is meant to be that 
‘pitstop’ – to help you:  

•	 understand how your voice works  
•	 recognize when a problem arises  
•	 identify what might be wrong
•	 be aware of when it is time to bring it in to a ‘garage’ for service 
•	 know who should provide that service and with what tools
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•	 learn how to keep it going when you are low on gas  
•	 know when you need to stop and turn the engine off.  

Do not let your motor fail! Do not blow a gasket! Stop in for routine 
maintenance and keep your  voice running smoothly. 
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It is up to you to know when and from whom to seek attention. It 
is up to you  to recognize who is best prepared to evaluate and treat 
you. Are they a voice  specialist, e.g. a laryngologist or voice patholo-
gist? Do they work as a ‘voice team’ at a   ‘voice center’? Do they have 
the tools to adequately evaluate you? The Vocal Pitstop will prompt you 
on when and where to turn to put you on the road to voice recovery, 
maintenance, and longevity. Keep it by your side – make it easy to stop 
in regularly for a Vocal Pitstop.  
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